
Homework Autumn 1 Week 5      Standard 1 

To be returned to school by Tuesday 8th October 2019  

We have been learning to pay each other complements. A complement is 

saying something nice to someone about his or her appearance, learning or 

achievements for no reason other than to be kind! Please complete some 

complement slips for people at home and at school.  

 

I am paying you a complement. I would to tell you that  

              

               

 

              

              

               

 

              

               

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LI: to write a complement sentence   

I     P     G     A 

Assessment 
Pupil Parent Teacher 

SC: talk about who you would like to pay a complement to  

mum dad brother sister aunty uncle cousin grandma grandpa friend neighbor 

teacher school adult  

   

SC: write your complement sentence with a capital letter and a full stop     

SC: read your complement aloud to who you have written it for     

 



Homework Autumn 1 Week 5     Standard 2 

To be returned to school by Tuesday 8th October 2019  

We have been learning to pay each other compliments. A compliment is 

saying something nice to someone about his or her appearance, learning 

or achievements for no reason other than to be kind! Please complete 

some compliment slips for people at home and at school.  

 

I am paying you a compliment. I would to tell you that  

              

              

               

 

              

              

              

               

 

              

               

              

               

 

LI: To write a compliment sentence. 

I     P     G     A 

Assessment 
Pupil Parent Teacher 

SC: Talk about who you would like to pay a compliment to.  

Mum Dad brother sister aunty uncle cousin Grandma Grandpa friend 

neighbor teacher school adult  

   

SC: Write your compliment sentence with a capital letter and a full 

stop.  

   

SC:  Extend your compliment with how they makes you feel.  

I like how you listen to me when I tell you about my game at school. It 

makes me feel happy and loved. 

   

SC:  Read your compliment aloud to who you have written it for! 
 

   

 



Homework Autumn 1 Week 5     Standard 3 

To be returned to school by Tuesday 8th October 2019  

We have been learning to pay each other complements. A complement is 

saying something nice to someone about his or her appearance, learning or 

achievements for no reason other than to be kind! Please complete some 

complement slips for people at home and at school.  

 

I am paying you a complement. I would to tell you that  

              

              

               

 

              

              

              

               

 

              

               

              

               

 

 

LI: to write a complement sentence   

I     P     G     A 

Assessment 
Pupil Parent Teacher 

SC: talk about who you would like to pay a complement to  

mum dad brother sister aunty uncle cousin grandma grandpa friend neighbor 

teacher school adult  

   

SC: write your complement sentence     

SC:  extend your complement with how it makes you feel  

I like how you listen to me when I tell you about my game at school. It makes me feel 

happy and loved. 

   

SC:  read your complement aloud to who you have written it for 

 

   

 



Homework Autumn 1 Week 5      Standard 4 

To be returned to school by Tuesday 8th October 2019  

We have been learning to pay each other complements. A complement is 

saying something nice to someone about his or her appearance, learning or 

achievements for no reason other than to be kind! Please complete some 

complement slips for people at home and at school.  

 

Dear     

I am writing to tell you           

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

               

Lots of love, from     

LI: to write a complement letter   

I     P     G     A 

Assessment 
Pupil Parent Teacher 

SC: pick a person you think is great! Think of 3 things they are great at  

mum dad brother sister aunty uncle cousin grandma grandpa friend neighbor 

teacher school adult  

   

SC:  extend your complement with how it makes you feel  

I like how you listen to me when I tell you about my game at school. It makes me feel 

happy and loved. 

   

SC:   Use joining phrases to connect your 3 paragraphs  

One thing you are great at is           Another reason I think          Even though 

As a result of your               When I feel …. You …..            Because of this   

   

SC:  read your complement letter aloud to who you have written it for    

 



Homework Autumn 1 Week 5      Standard 5 

To be returned to school by Tuesday 8th October 2019  

We have been learning to pay each other complements. A complement is 

saying something nice to someone about his or her appearance, learning or 

achievements for no reason other than to be kind! Please complete some 

complement slips for people at home and at school.  

 

Dear     

I am writing to tell you           

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

               

Lots of love, from     

LI: to write a complement letter   

I     P     G     A 

Assessment 
Pupil Parent Teacher 

SC: pick a person you think is great! Think of 3 things they are great at  

mum dad brother sister aunty uncle cousin grandma grandpa friend neighbor 

teacher school adult  

   

SC:  extend your complement with how it makes you feel  

I like how you listen to me when I tell you about my game at school. It makes me feel 

happy and loved. 

   

SC:   Use joining phrases to connect your 3 paragraphs  

One thing you are great at is           Another reason I think          Even though 

As a result of your               When I feel …. You …..            Because of this   

   

SC:  read your complement letter aloud to who you have written it for    

 



Homework Autumn 1 Week 5      Standard 6 

To be returned to school by Tuesday 8th October 2019  

We have been learning to pay each other complements. A complement is 

saying something nice to someone about his or her appearance, learning or 

achievements for no reason other than to be kind! Please complete some 

complement slips for people at home and at school.  

 

 

 

LI: to write a complement letter   

I     P     G     A 

Assessment 

Pupi

l 

Pare

nt 

Teach

er 

SC: pick a person you think is great! Think of 3 things they are great 

at  

   

SC:  extend your complement with how it makes you feel  

I like how you always ensure I have a positive start to my day. It 

makes me know I can face the day and do my best, it gives me 

confidence when you tell me how special I am in the morning.  

   

SC:   Use joining phrases to connect your 3 paragraphs  

One thing you are great at is           Another reason I think          Even 

though As a result of your     When I feel …. You …..     Because of this   

   

SC: use a range of punctuation  

Commas to separate clauses, commas in a list, brackets to add detail, 

exclamation mark to show excitement or drama  

   

SC:  read your complement letter aloud to who you have written it for    

 


